Amateur Radio at Stanford: Its Role in Competitive Advantage
This presentation focuses on the history of the contribution of amateur radio here to the
strategic development of individuals like you, to entities like Stanford and to the
enterprises that radiated outward from it to form what is now Silicon Valley.
Amateur radio activity on the Stanford campus has been continuous from the earliest
days of radio. This will be seen to have played an important role, which can continue. A
study of history and strategy can offer clues for the future.
Individuals, universities, companies and other entities exist in a competitive environment,
often zero-sum (e.g., attracting mentors or sponsors, school and job applications,
proposals for venture funding, finding clients or customers). Strategy is a powerful
response to competition, planning in advance how to make fruitful choices in a chain of
contingent events.
Competing in an unbounded environment is generally unsuccessful, especially against
established competitors in their strengths. A recognized strategic approach is to identify,
and work to excel in, well-defined segments whose limits or characteristics are favorable
(e.g., new or unrecognized, demanding of singular skills, relationships, culture or
location). This is segmentation and differentiation.
Radio technology for communications involves the unique aspects of the generation and
propagation of electromagnetic waves, the mastering of which can constitute an
uncommon and powerful strategic differentiation. Radio strategies will be seen to
underlie the historic and modern successes of our region.
Amateur radio is an avocation that provides engaging access to hands-on experience.
Additionally, amateur radio is credited with establishing a culture of cooperation, even
among competitors. This cooperative culture has been identified as a key factor in the
legendary emergence of our region, where long-standing laws unique to California have
allowed it to have effect.
Participation in the Stanford Amateur Radio Club and its precursors has offered these
strategic competitive advantages to a century of community members. Communicating
by ionospheric propagation provides first-hand experience with random access
competition and with the ionosphere and its diurnal and seasonal interaction with the sun.
Line-of-sight applications offer an appreciation of shorter wavelengths, directive
antennas, noise, path loss and atmospheric absorption. The frustrations and pleasures of
making equipment are also well recognized as contributors to personal development.
Radio is central to the focus on communications and microwave technologies that raised
Stanford from the depths of the Depression. That was the work of Terman and Hansen,
both first attracted to engineering by amateur radio. By WWII they were both nationally
recognized experts, called to key positions in government radar laboratories. The insights
and sponsorship they acquired there came to underlie Stanford's rise to postwar
prominence in microwaves, radar countermeasures and accelerators, all centered on radio
technology. Stanford emerged "from backwater to powerhouse" through Terman's
celebrated concept of "Steeples of Excellence," the determination to emphasize first those
radio-related segments.

In the present account, the life and work of our long-time faculty advisor Prof. Oswald
Garrison ("Mike") Villard (1916-2004), W6QYT, will serve as a specific example of the
potential of amateur radio to foster the development of a celebrated career in science and
engineering. Villard's youthful involvement in radio led naturally to his interest in
ionospheric propagation, which was central to his profession and developments.
The significance of radio technology as a differentiating strategic element is also seen
repeatedly in the Bay Area companies, many founded by radio amateurs, that formed the
local industry. Radio technology underlies today's cell phones, WiFi, GPS, Bluetooth,
satellites and radar, as well as particle accelerators and radio astronomy, and even the
microwave oven. As one measure of its impact, the number of wireless connections now
exceeds the population of the earth. In a striking example, the preeminent Apple product
is a radio device, the iPhone.
The history of amateur radio at Stanford, viewed through the lens of strategy, can be an
additional encouragement to take advantage of the experiences offered by the club and its
outstanding station.

